Solutions for Security

Full-spectrum security
for education institutions
Malicious security attacks and inadvertent vulnerabilities can

Did you know ‘unsecured print = unsecured IT’?

lead to costly compliance breaches and business-disrupting data
loss. They can also take a human toll in frustration, loss of privacy,
negative financial consequences and wasted time.
Securing an education environment is complex and requires a
comprehensive understanding of software, hardware, network
architecture, the content traveling on the network, human factors,
and each organization’s specific security vulnerabilities and
goals. And it requires expert knowledge and practical experience
to translate theoretical security concepts into secure products
and services.

*Based on results from IDC’s Print Security Survey, IDC#US40612015
**Quocirca 2017 Report, Print security: An imperative of the IoT Era

Security by design
That’s why Lexmark doesn’t treat security as an afterthought or
optional feature, but as an integral design and engineering goal,
embedded in all our products and services.
Our understanding of network environments and relevant security
threats, particularly in relation to printing, gives us the know-how
to create unique solutions that secure your data in every possible
way—a capability we’ve proven by working and overcoming security
challenges in some of the most highly regulated organizations and
industries on earth.
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And our expertise pays off in concrete ways whether you manage your
own printing infrastructure or rely on Lexmark Managed Print Services.

Solutions for Security

Complete security throughout and around the device and document

A threat in Education
Education has unique challenges, types of information and compliance regulations regarding information that needs to be safeguarded.
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